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Buffalo Filter Launches PlumePen® Pro Surgical Plume Evacuation Pencil
Newest Addition to PlumePen Product Portfolio
Lancaster, NY (February 12, 2015) – Buffalo Filter is pleased to announce PlumePen® Pro our newest
offering in surgical plume evacuation pencils. Featuring a 360 degree swivel, transparent capture port,
and compact design, PlumePen Pro is a significant addition to our product portfolio offering a high quality,
cost effective solution combining precision surgical smoke management and electrosurgery without
compromising quality and features.
“PlumePen Pro is a unique all-in-one, high quality electrosurgical pencil. It provides surgeons a cost
effective option for surgeries that do not require an adjustable capture port and full blade reveal. It is also
an excellent replacement option for surgical smoke pencil attachments,” states Joseph Lynch, Vice
President of Sales and Marketing.
Features and Benefits:
Sleek, Textured Profile
Similar in size to standard electrosurgical pencils with raised texturing to improve surgeon’s grip
360 Degree Swivel
Rotating connection allows for fluid hand movement and free range of motion
Transparent Capture Port
Provides a clear view of the blade
Wire Management
Seamless integration of ESU wire and tubing provides organized cord management
Light, Flexible Tubing
Aids in hand fatigue and tension on the wrist
Simple Connectivity
Easily connects to most surgical plume evacuators and ESU generators
For more information on PlumePen Pro, please contact Buffalo Filter at 716.835.7000 or at smokeinfo@buffalofilter.com.

About Buffalo Filter
Buffalo Filter is a world leading medical device manufacturer and supplier of surgical smoke plume
evacuation equipment. Our products are used to evacuate and filter hazardous smoke plume and/or
aerosols created during over 95% of all surgical procedures. Proven to contain toxic gases, live cellular
material (including blood fragments) and viruses, this plume may also cause respiratory and eye
irritation or nausea in healthcare professionals and may create visual problems for the surgeon.
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